
The Importance of Courts in Stopping Illegal Mandates With Leslie Manookian

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

After more than two years of unscienti2c insanity, U.S. District Judge Kathryn Kimball Mizelle has

2nally voided  the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s national mask mandate  on

airplanes and public transit. The lawsuit was brought by the Health Freedom Defense Fund

(HFDF), which noted that “There are legal guardrails in place to protect our basic liberties and

rights — even during a pandemic.”  And, indeed, this was the message of the court as well.

The CDC had initially issued a “strong recommendation” to wear masks on planes and public

transportation in October 2020,  and then turned it into an “order” at the end of January 2021.  As

noted by Leslie Manookian with the HFDF:

“When 'ight attendants announced — repeatedly on each 'ight — that compliance is

required ‘by federal law,’ did you ever wonder: what federal law? I did. And it led us at the

Health Freedom Defense Fund to Dle suit against the mandate in federal court. With

assistance from our lawyers at the Davillier Law Group, we learned there is no “federal

law” compelling masks for travel.

The CDC does not have the statutory authority to issue a sweeping mandate requiring

masking. Nor does the agency have the authority to penalize Americans for non-

compliance.

The Biden administration claimed its mask mandate was rooted in authority granted

under the Public Health Service Act. However, a careful reading of that law shows

Congress never intended to grant such sweeping powers. In fact, the law is limited and

speciDc ...”

The CDC had extended its mask requirement as recently as April 13, 2022,  despite pressure from

airlines, the hospitality industry and Republican lawmakers to end it. The mandate was scheduled

to expire May 3, 2022, but was lifted, “effective immediately,” April 18, 2022, following the court’s

verdict.  As reported by NBC Chicago:

“The 59-page ruling  from the Florida judge said the CDC failed to justify its decision and

did not follow proper rulemaking procedures that left it fatally 'awed.”

CDC Acted Unlawfully

In short, the mandate was unlawful because the CDC did not have the statutory authority to issue

such a rule. The implementation of it also violated administrative law.

“ [The] administration violated the
Administrative Procedure Act, which dictates the
procedures the federal government must follow
when implementing certain agency policies. The
Biden administration erred in failing to seek
public notice and comment on the policy ...
[Mizelle] also ruled that the mandate violates that
APA's prohibitions on ‘arbitrary’ and ‘capricious’
agency actions because the CDC had failed to
adequately explain its reasoning for implementing
the policy ... ~ CNN”

The fact that the CDC and White House have been doing what they know they cannot legally do

says a lot about the state of our nation. Lawlessness reigns at the highest levels. As reported by

CNN:

“The Drst part of the judge's 59-page ruling  turned on the meaning of the word

‘sanitation,’ as it functions in the 1944 statute that gives the federal government the

authority — in its efforts to combat communicable diseases — to issue regulations

concerning ‘sanitation.’

Mizelle concluded that that the use of the word in the statute was limited to ‘measures

that clean something.’ ‘Wearing a mask cleans nothing,’ she wrote. ‘At most, it traps virus

droplets. But it neither 'sanitizes' the person wearing the mask nor 'sanitizes' the

conveyance.’

She wrote that the mandate fell outside of the law because ‘the CDC required mask

wearing as a measure to keep something clean — explaining that it limits the spread of

COVID-19 through prevention, but never contending that it actively destroys or removes

it.’

Mizelle suggested that the government's implementation of the mandate — in which non-

complying travelers are ‘forcibly removed from their airplane seats, denied board at the

bus steps, and turned away at the train station doors; — was akin to ‘detention and

quarantine,’ which are not contemplated in the section of the law in question ...

‘As a result, the Mask Mandate is best understood not as sanitation, but as an exercise of

the CDC's power to conditionally release individuals to travel despite concerns that they

may spread a communicable disease (and to detain or partially quarantine those who

refuse),’ she wrote. ‘But the power to conditionally release and detain is ordinarily limited

to individuals entering the United States from a foreign country.’

She added that the mandate also did not Dt with a section of the law that would allow for

detention of a traveler if he was, upon examination, found to infected.

‘The Mask Mandate complies with neither of these subsections,’ the judge said. ‘It

applies to all travelers regardless of their origins or destinations and makes no attempt

to sort based on their health.’

Mizelle added that, additionally, the administration violated the Administrative Procedure

Act, which dictates the procedures the federal government must follow when

implementing certain agency policies.

The Biden administration erred in failing to seek public notice and comment on the policy

... She also ruled that the mandate violates that APA's prohibitions on ‘arbitrary’ and

‘capricious’ agency actions because the CDC had failed to adequately explain its

reasoning for implementing the policy ...

Other lawsuits that have been Dled targeting the mandate ... have failed ... Unlike ... other

cases where judges were weighing emergency or preliminary orders, Mizelle was

considering the legality of the mandate on the merits.”

At CDC’s Request, White House Justice Department Is Appealing

Immediately following Mizelle’s ruling, the Justice Department stated  it would appeal if the CDC

determines that the mask order “remains necessary for the public’s health.” In response, the lead

plaintiff, Health Freedom Defense Fund (HFDF), issued the following statement:

“DoJ’s statement is perplexing to say the least and sounds like it comes from health

policy advocates not government lawyers. The ruling by the US District Court ruling is a

matter of law, not CDC preference or an assessment of ‘current health conditions.’

If there is in fact a public health emergency with clear and irrefutable science supporting

CDC’s mask mandate, does it not warrant urgent action? Why would DoJ and CDC not

immediately appeal?

HFDF is left with no option but to conclude that the Mask Mandate is really a political

matter and not at all about urgent public health issues or the demands of sound science.

While DoJ and CDC play politics with Americans’ health and freedoms, HFDF trusts

individual Americans to make their own health decisions.”

Unfortunately, the CDC doesn’t see it that way, as the DOJ announced late Wednesday, April 20,

2022, that the CDC had asked them to appeal, and that it had been 2led in a Tampa, Florida,

federal court.  At the same time, the CDC issued a statement saying they’d done it to “protect

their public health authority beyond the ongoing assessment”:

“It is CDC’s continuing assessment that at this time an order requiring masking in the

indoor transportation corridor remains necessary for the public health … CDC believes

this is a lawful order, well within CDC’s legal authority to protect public health.”

You can support the Health Freedom Defense Fund and push back against the DoJ and CDC by

taking to social media. Please follow and/or like the HFDF on the following platforms, share their

content, and invite your followers to do the same:

Instagram: @healthfreedomdefensefund

Twitter: @theHFDF

Facebook: @healthfreedomdefensefund

Telegram: @HealthFreedomDefense

MeWe: Health Freedom Defense Fund

You can also give the HFDF a shout-out by posting something similar to this supporter!

Transportation No Longer Requiring Masks

In the meantime, as a result of the court ruling, American Airlines, Alaska Airlines, Delta, Frontier,

Hawaiian Airlines, Southwest, Spirit, Jet Blue and United Airlines have announced they will no

longer enforce mask wearing on their aights.  The Transportation Security Administration (TSA)

also will not require masks to be worn at airports.

However, some Chicago public transportation agencies will keep the mask mandate in effect until

the end of April 2022, per an Illinois executive order. Uber has also issued a statement saying

masks will no longer be required to be worn by either drivers or passengers,  as has Amtrak and

the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.

Science Was Ignored From the Start

For all of modern medicine, it’s been known that surgical masks do not block viruses. That’s not

why they’re used. They’re used during surgery and other medical procedures to prevent the

transfer of bacteria-laden saliva to vulnerable patients and open wounds.

Yet for some reason, long-standing knowledge was completely ignored and science “rewritten” in

the sense that authorities simply declared that masks would work and that was it. Scienti2c

studies con2rming masks don’t work were roundly ignored. Among them:

A 2009 study published in JAMA, which compared the effectiveness of surgical masks and

N95 respirators to prevent seasonal inauenza in a hospital setting; 24% of the nurses in the

surgical mask group still got the au, as did 23% of those who wore N95 respirators.

A policy review paper published in Emerging Infectious Diseases in May 2020, which

concluded, based on 10 randomized controlled trials, that there was “no signi2cant reduction

in inauenza transmission with the use of face masks …”

A 2020 guidance memo by the World Health Organization, which pointed out that “there is no

direct evidence (from studies on COVID-19 and in healthy people in the community) on the

effectiveness of universal masking of healthy people in the community to prevent infection

with respiratory viruses, including COVID-19.”

A large COVID-19-speci2c randomized controlled surgical mask trial, published November

18, 2020, which showed that a) masks may reduce your risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection by as

much as 46%, or it may actually increase your risk by 23%, and b) the vast majority — 97.9%

of those who didn’t wear masks, and 98.2% of those who did — remained infection free.

A Finnish COVID-19 speci2c trial published April 7, 2022, which concluded that face mask

use had no impact on COVID-19 incidence among 10- to 12-year-olds.

Comparisons of infection rates (positive test rates) before and after the implementation of

universal mask mandates also showed masks mandates had no bene2cial effect whatsoever.  In

one investigation,  states with mask mandates were found to have an average of 27 positive

SARS-CoV-2 “cases” per 100,000 people, whereas states with no mask mandates had just 17

cases per 100,000.

Common Sense Finally Breaks Through

Coincidentally, The Washington Post published an article February 11, 2022,  noting that mask

mandates have had no discernible bene2t. The reason is simple: Respiratory viruses are airborne

and so tiny they aow through most barriers. If you can breathe, the virus will slip through. Yet the

WHO has obfuscated and confused the public about this since the beginning.

In late March 2020, the WHO tweeted, “FACT: #COVID19 is NOT airborne.”  The statement

included a “fact check” box, authoritatively stating that information circulating on social media

that COVID-19 is airborne is “incorrect” and “misinformation.” It 2nally admitted in early May

2021 that SARS-CoV-2 was airborne.  The Washington Post wrote:

“It is intuitive that a barrier ought to prevent germs from being emitted into the air. But if

that’s true, why isn’t there more evidence for the beneDts of masking two years into the

pandemic?

Experts associated with The Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy (CIDRAP)

at the University of Minnesota have laid out a more complex analysis: Given the current

understanding that the virus is transmitted in Dne aerosol particles, it’s likely an

infectious dose could easily get through and around loose-Dtting cloth or surgical masks

...

[States] with mask mandates haven’t fared signiDcantly better than the 35 states that

didn’t impose them during the omicron wave ... There’s little evidence that mask

mandates are the primary reason the pandemic waves eventually fall — though much of

the outrage over lifting mandates is based on that assumption.”

CDC Relied on Anecdotal Data to Promote Mask Use

The CDC, in addition to usurping authority it did not have, has also violated public trust by relying

on the very lowest forms of scienti2c evidence. All they offer as the primary piece of “evidence”

to back up its mask recommendation is a wholly anecdotal story about two symptomatic hair

stylists who interacted with 139 clients during eight days.

Sixty-seven of the clients agreed to be interviewed and tested. None tested positive for SARS-

CoV-2. The fact that the stylists and all clients “universally wore masks in the salon” was

therefore taken as evidence that the masks prevented the spread of infection.

They even ignored their own data,  which showed 70.6% of COVID-19 patients reported

“always” wearing a cloth mask or face covering in the 14 days preceding their illness, and 14.4%

reported having worn a mask “often.” So, a total of 85% of people who came down with COVID-19

had “often” or “always” worn a mask.

Trust Has Been Violated and Broken by Many Authorities

Many other health authorities have also violated and broken our trust, including the American

Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), which parents rely on for truthful information to protect the health

and well-being of their children. In August 2021, the AAP endorsed the CDC’s recommendation

for universal masking,  while simultaneously removing years of information from their website

that explained the importance of facial cues to early brain and child development.

In a series of tweets, posted in August 2021, they even claimed there was no evidence to support

the concern that masking might harm children’s language development,  or that masks might

compromise breathing.

Shortly after the AAP took down their facial cue documents and posted their new masking

recommendations for children, a retired chief of police questioned the AAP’s motives — and in a

telling opinion piece for Law Enforcement Today,  he revealed that P2zer is one of the AAP’s

largest funders.

During 2020 and 2021, many infants and young children were raised in an environment where

they are unable to read facial cues. In the short video above, you’ll see what happens during the

“still face” experiment when the infant does not get a response from the mother.

Research  produced after 2020 has demonstrated that both children and adults struggle to

recognize emotion in people who are masked. How this will affect overall child development and

whether the children can “catch up” now that mask mandates have been lifted in most areas is

yet to be determined.

However, we do have some clues. A retrospective study  published online in late 2020 and

updated periodically through early 2021, used data from Germany's 2rst registry showing the

experience children are having wearing masks. Parents, doctors and others were allowed to enter

their observations.

The experience of 25,930 children was telling. The average time children were wearing a mask

was 270 minutes each day, and there were 24 health issues reported that were associated with

mask wearing that fell into the categories of physical, psychological and behavioral issues.

For example, reported effects included irritability (60%), headache (53%), dipculty concentrating

(50%), less happiness (49%), reluctance to go to school/kindergarten (44%), malaise (42%),

impaired learning (38%), drowsiness or fatigue (37%), shortness of breath (29.7%), dizziness

(26.4%), unwilling to move or play (17.9%). Hundreds also experienced “accelerated respiration,

tightness in chest, weakness and short-term impairment of consciousness.”

Doctors and Academics Hunted Down for ‘Misinformation’

Medical boards across the country have also shown their true stripes, hunting down doctors who

disagreed with the unscienti2c masking of children. Dr. Jeremy Henrichs, for example, a member

of the Mahomet-Seymour school board and a physician for the University of Illinois Athletic

Department, was targeted by state investigators who opened an opcial investigation into his

practice due to his opposition to mandatory masks in classrooms.

August 11, 2021, Henrichs received an email from a medical investigator asking for a “detailed

statement on your opinion about masks, and whether you support and will enforce a mask

mandate based on your elected position as a school board member.”  “This would fall under the

unprofessional-conduct part of the Medical Practice Act,” the email added.

An attorney for Henrichs responded, questioning whether the investigation had legal standing

and suggesting it was an attempt to “coerce or intimidate a public opcial in the performance of

his public duties.”

State law prohibits the intimidation of public opcials going about their opcial duties, and in a

statement, Henrichs called the overreach a direct threat:

“I have considered authoritative medical evidence that questions the necessity of

mandatory masking in our schools. As a result, the IDPFR has threatened my medical

licensure unless I expressly support and enforce a mask mandate for all students. The

IDPFR has commanded me to 'toe the line' or suffer personal and professional

consequences.
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The IDPFR's actions constitute a direct threat from the state to the well-being of my

family and all board members to freely and independently exercise the duties of elected

oice.”

After public backlash, the agency issued a letter of apology to Henrichs and backpedaled on their

inquiry.  But this was far from an isolated case. Other regulatory bodies have issued similar

threats and warnings attempting to silence physicians, including the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO), which regulates the practice of medicine in Ontario.

In April 2021, it issued a statement prohibiting physicians from making comments or providing

advice that goes against the opcial narrative.

Physicians aren’t the only ones who have been hunted down for their views. Many academics

have also faced the same fate. Professor Mark Crispin Miller, who taught classes on mass

persuasion and propaganda at the New York University Steinhardt School of Culture, Education

and Human Development for the last two decades, is but one example.

After challenging students to investigate current propaganda narratives surrounding mask

mandates, Miller was placed under conduct review for spreading “dangerous misinformation.”

Will Common Sense Return?

Now that the court has struck down the CDC’s senseless mask mandate, we will hopefully see

mask requirements lifted across the country, even as the CDC’s appeal works it way through the

courts. It’s well overdue, seeing how masks never worked to prevent the spread of infection in the

2rst place, and can have serious, possibly permanent, rami2cations.

Time will tell if the damage inaicted on our children during these past two years can be undone —

and if unelected agencies and opcials can continue to get away with running the country in

whatever reckless manner suits them.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,160 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Guillermou
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Over 400 studies show the failure of COVID policies and mandates. Vaccines are the incentive to power the pandemic and the masks

have been only for control, not for security. Some of us don't like the government controlling our genes and immune systems. The Covid

mask is just a tool for everyone to get vaccinated and the CDC knew that all along. The 2rst genocidal trick of bringing all minorities to

vaccine outlets failed, so they tried the mask trick. Masks and “Vaccines” have been the tools to instill fear in death and disease, it is a

sign that the world is in a pandemic, and many are supposed to be afraid and panic at all times. The use of masks showed that the

government can tell everyone what to do and force them to do something without really explaining the reasons.

They want us all to feel sorry for killing all those poor vaccinated people who are supposed to be immune to what they say we spread.

The science was falsi2ed, the size of the mask holes at least 5 to 10 times larger than the Whuan coronavirus.. People have been

subjected to the yoke of tyrants, defense mechanisms, and blind obedience to authority that are part of mass training psychosis acting

as a form of brainwashing and mind control by the mass media subjected to deep state. Ian Miller spoke about how masking narratives

are affecting the way people think.

Miller is the author of the book “Unmasked: The Global Failure of COVID Mask Mandates.” He pointed out that people followed mask

mandates out of fear: simply because they didn't know from the start what COVID was all about. "Remember, the WHO was saying

something like three and a half percent of people who got COVID were going to die." People are also afraid of being ostracized. “Once

things open up and you see everyone wearing a mask and you don't want to be the only person there and cause a scene and have a

conaict and get yelled at because you're not doing what everyone else is doing,” Miller. he said.
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Fauci himself sent an email to one of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) employees, saying that he reviewed all the

randomized controlled trials on blinding and that he had not seen any bene2t. Then three or four days later, the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention and Fauci himself went so far as to say that everyone should wear a mask. It's not possible for

science to change in three or four days like that. Masks have been discredited. Many children and individuals have suffered the

physical and mental health consequences of wearing masks. Health authorities have failed by violating our trust.

While masks have long been a symbol of pandemic life, removing them will be a sign of transition to the "new normal." A

normality that has caused and will cause deaths and suffering for many people due to the damage caused by "vaccines", masks

and all other restrictive measures that have led to a devastating economic crisis.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/ineffective-and-harmful-400-studies-show-fai..  www.wnd.com/.../4976509  (2022)

www.brighteon.com/666b8a96-06aa-4deb-a50c-8beffa088a5d  (2022)
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Actually, - for some reason, it seems across the board in nearly all areas of life long-standing knowledge is being completely

ignored & science “rewritten.” What bright spots existed in the Rockefeller chemical/oil Allopathic medicine are being rewritten &

replaced with Marketing Science, Propaganda Science, Political Science, diseased debt based Financial Science. It allows

characters like Yoyo Fauci to yammer on don't wear a mask, wear a mask, any kind of mask is just 2ne, cloth mask are no good

you have to wear the right type, no, wear two mask, wear two mask while you swim, yada, yada, yada. Now Yoyo Fauci is peddling

the Bull Spit variants are caused by the UnJabbed, when it has long been known Coronas are in constant mutation, making

variants, the prime reason effective Vaccines have been impossible to make.

This rewriting long-standing knowledge along with stealing that knowledge to replace it with deliberate destructive measures is

happening all over in areas affecting all our lives, the Whole of Life In Creation itself in Our Garden, Planet Earth. Just as our

questions, concerns, exposure of critical information has been rewritten to paint us all as the latest Those People Nut Jobs, in

order to ignore us & the loss of health is everyone's concern. A truth buried by Legacy Media & Power Structures rewriting the

Truckers Convoys, the peoples at the stop the Mandate Rallys, those with concerns & questions about the Jab/s are not

exclusively rabid right wing nut jobs, they're all walks of life participating in push back.

Left, Right, Young, Old, Medical personal, just everyday people who have rejected the opcial rewritten narrative. We are seeing

how those over the years engaged in protesting one Monopoly Too Big or another, have a larger, more dangerous reality. Those

Monopolies are under the watchful all seeing eye of one Big Monopoly. On the veneer mortal enemies in competition. In reality,

working behind the scenes burying all of us.
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Hi Gui, masking is already revealing a physical legacy as well as the psychological one. Here in France masks were off just under

two months ago, except on public transport, where they are still a requirement. However, I am still seeing people here,

particularly women with pronounced facial rashes (where they were masked) - this means they are still detoxing. Then there was

the hint at the beginning of all this that particulates in the cheap ubiquitous masks (blue synthetic material) had the potential to

cause long-term lung damage and those bodies who asked for risk assessment on mask wearing, to my knowledge, never

obtained any documentation. There was none but there are many people, particularly the old and often still masked, with blue

skin colour and breathing dipculties.

I also witnessed 2rst-hand children who are so psychologically scarred that they are still unable to go out in a public place

without a mask. For example, we took a friend and her thirteen year old grandchild out the other day - he was 2ne, in the car but

as soon as we reached our destination, a local nursery/horticulturalist, he began to get his mask out. I saw him put it on and take

it off at least four times until 2nally and thankfully he put it away for good but I saw in his eyes and his body language the

struggle going on before he calmed down.

Any one who complied with this madness is complicit in what is going on in that child's head and whoever promotes and tries to

legitimise it, is psychotic, there is no other word to describe the mental and physical torture of another human being and these

instruments of control were forced on babies and new mothers too, let that sink in. It's a sad society that can not protect its

young from a psychotic few and it's a doomed society that builds its own prisons, with its own hands out of ignorance, fear or

just plain apathy. We never really got away from the caves did we, we are still overrun with dinosaurs.
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Dr William Wong’s “ Fighting viruses and winning” from over 12 years ago claims that viruses are so small that they can pass

through unglazed pottery. So what use are masks against viruses? Dr Wong’s 4-page article is well worth a read.
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Gui; correct me if I'm wrong. Were we not told that the useless PCR tests would be discontinued at the end of last year? They're

still being used to inaate the numbers any time the "authorities" feel like it! Steve and Sue; thank you for posts that make sense -

in a nonsensical world.
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JUST, very true expressions, humanity is subjected to a legacy of corruption of many decades. True science has been obscured

by great fortunes. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought against Natural Medicine. That the institutions receive donations

from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is compromising the informative truth because they

act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. The fact checks will come from a

variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated Press, and the Washington Post, which will obviously

be rigged.

It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to deceive and propagate their agendas, masks,

"vaccines" are a perfect vehicle to frighten people and subject them to the yoke of medical and political tyranny. Reality tells us

that there are scientists and universities of the Rockefeller current that support the dominant paradigms of allopathic medicine

that only seek their bene2t. It is the historical tradition of billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through

control of the global 2nancial systems.

The pharmaceutical industry now spends billions of dollars a year to inauence laws, policies and public perception, perpetuating

the Rockefeller style. www.brighteon.com/b363d052-db0a-441c-85c0-419aff1512fa  We are in the science of deception.

Government institutions do not admit any debate and threaten professionals who dare to question government sanctions. But

the truth is that “You can fool everyone some time. You can fool some all the time. But you can't fool everyone all the time."

Abraham Lincoln.
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The White House's chief medical adviser, Dr. Anthony Fauci, doesn't actually think face masks are effective in protecting people

from the Wuhan coronavirus. This is according to leaked February 2020 emails between Fauci and Sylvia Burwell, president of

American University and former Secretary of Health and Human Services between 2014 and 2017 under former President Barack

Obama. In one of the emails, Burwell asked Fauci if she should wear a mask while she was traveling. Fauci responded: "Masks

are really for infected people to prevent them from spreading the infection to people who are not infected, rather than protecting

uninfected people from getting the infection."

He continued: “The typical mask you buy in the drug store is not really effective in keeping out the virus, which is small enough to

pass through the material. It might, however, provide some slight bene2t in [keeping] out gross droplets if someone coughs or

sneezes on you. I do not recommend that you wear a mask, particularly since you are going to a very low-risk location.”

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/fauci-knows-masks-dont-work-but-he-told-u..  (01/27/2022)
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Thank you SUE, your comment is full of sad reality that has covered up the psychosis of the use of masks. As you will surely

know in Spain, masks are not mandatory but I still see many people in less crowded places with masks. Precisely now in the

community of Madrid, relatives of representatives of the city council are implicated by multimillion-dollar commissions for

masks and gloves in poor condition. The commission agents did not take long to do the business of their lives with the need of

the Madrid City Council to buy sanitary material. The psychosis of mass formation has aooded their minds and for them the

masks are like everyday food.

More terrible is to think that children have been locked up in their homes for lack of air and sun in the middle of nature. In

addition to the serious danger to mental and physical health of the terrible masks, knowing that there is no risk except serious

previous pathologies. There was never a need to impose draconian COVID restrictions, least of all on children for fear of their

safety or that of others and least of all a vaccine that would lead to lifelong health consequences. murder of defenseless

children. We know that the masks have never worked, so they have been used as punishment. The Biden administration's

vaccination mandate contained a provision requiring unvaccinated individuals to wear masks at all times when indoors or when

driving inside a vehicle with a co-worker for work-related purposes.

Phil Kerpen, president of American Commitment and the Committee to Unleash Prosperity, wrote on Twitter that the Biden

administration plans to use the mask mandate as "punishment." There is no evidence that COVID-19 injections prevent the

spread of the disease, so the Biden administration lacks a scienti2c basis for discrimination over mandatory masks.

headlineusa.com/bidens-vax-mandate-imposes-masks-on-unvaccinated-as-pu..
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Thank you Glastian, a big shout out to the professional work of Dr. William Wong and his wife Michele who are dedicated to

providing information on new and effective natural treatments for chronic diseases, teaching little known information about

exercise and spreading their philosophy on what they have discovered that they are the pillars of a healthy and active life. This

link is representative of his research work: “Fighting Viruses and Winning”.

www.life-enthusiast.com/.../2ghting-viruses-and-winning
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Thanks Randy, I think you have a good memory. The truth is that both the CDC and the WHO have formally recognized that

RT-PCR tests fail to detect and identify SARS-CoV-2. RT-PCR testing has been used to justify political mandates, including

lockdowns, social distancing, the use of masks by the workforce, and shutting down economic activity. Nobel laureate Kary B.

Mullis, who invented the polymerase chain reaction technique, said that the PCR test does not tell whether a person is sick or

not. It is simply a technique that allows rapid ampli2cation of a small stretch of DNA.

The RT-PCR test was adopted by the WHO in January 2020 to help detect the SARS-CoV-2 virus, following recommendations

from a Berlin-based virology research group supported by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. A year later, in January 2021, the

WHO retracted its position. www.globalresearch.ca/nucleic-acid-testing-technologies-use-polymerase..

 | www.globalresearch.ca/bombshell-cdc-no-longer-recognizes-the-pcr-test-..
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Randy, the original pcr test was discontinued 12/31/21. The new Gates/Soros scam has replaced it. The wife was forced to take

it in January. They kept refusing to tell us the results. Finally, they announced it was "inconclusive". Wife replies that means a

negative. No, they said, everyone has Covid, we just couldn't 2nd it this time!!! Cant dream this crud up.
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Here in Southern California, PCR tests are still required before having a voluntary medical procedure. It con2rms even further my

lack of faith/trust in our medical system.
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YES i do want to caause a scene, try to make everyone wake up!!! I am not a sheep to blindly go to the slaughter.
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Gui, that's why I always take the "wait and see" approach. Especially when it's coming out of the mouths of politicians and

bureaucrats. If anyone of credibility made these recommendations I might have considered it. No one in any branch of the

Federal Government has any credibility, so anything they suggest I'm going to do the opposite. I don't see the problem going away

any time soon. Corruption breeds corruption. To work for someone like Fauci you have to be like him or else you get 2red! You

have to toe the line and support the narrative.
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Very true JamNjim. “Dr. Mikovits found that 67% of affected women carried a virus, called xenotropic murine

leukemia-associated virus. XMRV is also associated with prostate, breast, ovarian cancer, leukemia, and multiple myeloma.

Many women with XMRV gave birth to children with autism. In 2009, Drs. Mikovits and Ruscetti published their explosive 2ndings

in the journal Science. But the question remained: how did XMRV get into people? Dr. Mikovits' studies suggested that the XMRV

virus was present in MMR, polio, and encephalitis vaccines given to US children and soldiers. XMRV is so dangerous that the

mere presence of mouse tissue in a laboratory can contaminate other tissues in the same room.

Dr. Fauci ordered Mikovits to keep his mouth shut. When she refused, she illegally seized her workbooks and hard drives,

expelled her from government work, and prevented her from receiving NIH grants that ended her scienti2c career. XMRV remains

in American vaccines.” childrenshealthdefense.org/news/the-truth-about-fauci-featuring-dr-jud..  Remember that the prominent

American scientist and author, Dr. Judy Mikovits, said that Fauci, director of the NIH, is the main perpetrator of the "plagues of

corruption." "Dr. Fauci for 37 of the 40 years of my career, Dr. Fauci has been the main perpetrator of these plagues of corruption

that included HIV-AIDS, XMRV, association with MECFS and autism, avian au, swine au, Zika, Ebola since 2014.

All these so-called epidemics or pandemics, we now know have actually been plandemics, experimentation on innocent people,

and the result has been the explosion of chronic diseases in our world," revealed Mikovits, who discovered that viruses, the

cancer and chronic fatigue syndrome, among other disorders, were caused by retroviruses contained in vaccines injected into

people www.brighteon.com/930d03e9-2dc1-4e4b-a568-58a5aee3c6ea  (01/31/2022)

z3news.com/w/dr-judy-mikovits-50-million-people-die-america-vaccine/
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THE COVID LIES In this comprehensive review, Dr. Yeadon argues that all the main narratives about SARS-CoV-2 and imposed

“measures” are lies. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5778646  (04/12/2022)

doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/The-Covid-Lies-upda..
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Joshua Yoder, an airline pilot and co-founder of the US Freedom Flyers, said during an interview Wednesday that a cardiologist

told him that if airlines did certain health screenings, 30 percent of pilots currently aying would likely be disquali2ed due to

vaccinations. . induced heart conditions. Yoder told technologist and Vaccine Safety Research Foundation founder Steve Kirsch

that his group has received hundreds of reports about pilots aying planes while suffering from adverse side effects of COVID

vaccines.

The most prominent health problems reported, the pilot noted, include chest pain, myocarditis and pericarditis. Yoder said three

vaccinated pilots called him yesterday and told him they "are currently aying with chest pains," and another said he is being seen

by a cardiologist. He noted that the pilots want to remain anonymous because they don't want to lose their jobs.

www.globalresearch.ca/cardiologist-says-30-percent-vaccinated-pilots-w..  (04/26/2022)
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virgilr
Joined On 1/3/2014 12:18:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, do you have a link for a page with those 400 studies or it's all in the reference list of that book? I have some guy at work that

needs "a little bit" of science...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - this thread is insanely good - I think I might have to copy the whole thing! About XMRV ... here comes the same old question

- if it was in these vaccines, why isn't everyone affected? It has got to do with terrain of the body, it has to.  I think it's even scarier

to think that we women pass this down.   Randy - So now we have a home test that is "60% accurate" - but it was taken twice with

negative for covid, then CVS test gave him the positive. Needless to say, no refunds. PFFT!  So 60% accurate for the home tests?

No - in this case it was 0% accurate.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not sure we have seen the end of the plandemic and social control. This is not yet over. Meanwhile, prepare for the next

invented "crisis". At some time in the future, I suspect energy shortages will also be used to control us. Many crises are being

orchestrated to surveil and micromanage every aspect of our lives. Fuel shortages to deny us private transportation and tracking

to monitor us 24/7 if we still have our own vehicles. Economic collapse to usher in digital currency and chipping our bodies.

Meat and grocery shortages to force people to buy lab-grown meats and GMO products. (That crap is aooding

supermarkets--have you actually read labels and seen how toxic, highly-processed and allergenic a lot of this stuff is?!)

Mandating everything from the kind of light bulb to toilet you can buy? Brain-washing your children and 2lling their heads with

mush? How much more of this will Americans tolerate? The entire citizenry needs to unite, vote the basturds out and tell them to

go soak their heads in a benji ditch.

I have been listening to enough jokes from locals to realize their plans will ultimately implode due to impracticality. Even a 5-year

old knows you are not going to harvest timber with an electric chain saw. The farmer needing 27 electric Toyota pick up loads to

haul his crop to market--hardly in a timely manner--instead of one big fossil fuel powered truck. It looks like those who have

basic commodities and resources will be dealing on the black market and buying off corrupt opcials when fraud and corruption

will be the only thing we have in abundance.

Already, we see that young people in China have it 2gured out and are "laying aat". I will work for myself--not the NWO. What do

they have to offer me? Decent food? Better living accomodations? Medical care (disaster as it is)? Vote for those who will give

you more liberty and let you keep more of your own money. That is the best solution short of blood in the streets. -con.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-con.- This is very disturbing. The less govt involved in my life, the better. I see no personal bene2t from any of this.  You do not

have a productive society when everyone is surveilling their neighbor.   Human Capital Markets, Digital Identity, & the United

Nations Sustainable Development Goals – Wrench in the Gears

www.bing.com/search?q=Human+Capital+Markets%2C+Digital+Identity%2C+%26..  I fear that Ukraine is just a testing ground for

WWIII: “… the Mad Scientist Division of TRADOC is 2guring out how to best restructure neighborhoods for a future of mega-city

urban warfare…” The ultimate goal may be to control urban populations globally. Also, this: Morrison government social security

overhaul clears Senate committee (thenewdaily.com.au)

 thenewdaily.com.au/news/politics/australian-politics/2021/06/19/jobsee..
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traveler4too
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:40:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now if only these other stupid Dr.'s who require face masks would get the message. I have cancelled appointments because I won't

wear a mask but the Dr requires it to be seen. I have decided that if they aren't smart enough to understand that masks don't work, they

must be incompetent and I don't want to see them.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most absurd one is the dentist opce. You can't enter without a mask, but as soon as you get in the dentist chair you remove

your mask and you are physically touching with faces less than 12" apart.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it odd that medical practitioners seem to be the last one to get the "masks don't work" memo? What does that tell us about

the medical system that many trust with their lives?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Har1272, if I could 2nd a doctor that doesn't wear a mask I might go back to seeing doctors.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN!!!!!!!!! ALSO, LOVE TV ADS SAYING TELL YOUR DR.  IF I HAVE TO TELL MY DR HOW TO TRWAT ME, WHY AM I WASTING

MY TIME WITH HIM. TIME TO START LOOKING FOR SMART DR.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not where I live. You would not believe how hard it is to get an eye exam without being forced to wear a stupid mask. I have chronic

dizziness. Wearing a stupid masks puts me at a great risk for falls. I have fallen twice, once down a aight of stairs. My damn doctor

won't see me without a mask so I haven't seen a doctor since all this started. I WILL NOT WEAR A MASK. It's idiotic.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you really should move. LOT's of places where you will never have to experience that again. This is all a BLUE government, BLUE

city and BLUE state run issue. Let's HOPE people NEVER forget WHO did this to humanity!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get a service dog, might get better service than from dr.
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, you haven't seen a doctor since all of this started? Well, congratulations ... you don't need them. You will discover this is so

when you begin to 2nd perfectly good, often far better, treatments that are holistic, instead of reductionist. I am convinced

mainstream medicine is on the way out. This is why they are now trying to cling to mandates i.e., another reason for pharma

ma2a seeking to enforce mandates, and to de-license physicians who do not wish to conform to the allopathic "treat the

symptom to manage the disease" paradigm. And so, they will try to have vaccines for everything including "prevention" of cancer

etc. the same way they successfully prevent Covid (we all know how successful), and will try to enforce them with mandates.

They are actually committing hara kiri but don't know it (unless they are banking on dumbing down the human population with

immune system destroying vaccines). My own doctor who has known me for many many years, and knows well that I do not

usually consult him for medication, but for medical opinions only (and sort-of welcomes it), told me years ago that only a few

medical professionals really understand what goes on inside the human body. He said that gerontologists were among those

few. He implied that all the rest are grand reductionists.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will common sense completely return to doctors opce, hospital, the VA etc?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You expect the "indoctrinated" to suddenly snap out of it and begin thinking rationally?? LOL!!
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cacomom
Joined On 10/11/2013 6:53:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks were optional at my dentist last week in Arizona! What a breath of fresh air.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will common sense and responsibility for your own actions come back to the whole world????
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ttn7292
Joined On 10/3/2015 6:34:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a pity there's no system in place in so called democratic countries where public can opcially question authorities and it would be

mandatory for the government bodies explain their actions with a properly supported documentation. Australia has almost become a

fascist state due to the actions of our brainless states and federal governments.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lip service? maybe just another drain on your never ending tax consumption

 stopsmartmetersbc.com/us-senate-2nally-admits-that-neuroweapons-exist..
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ttn7292 - schomo grown up on WEF *** so sold out the country - just as half of other guberment persons... If it is bad now ....

how will it be after the election....?? Still using the PCR test - even it was discontinued by the FDA due to its invalidity by 31 of

December 2021.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're all in a Circus, where the Ringmasters are crazy and most of the "Audience" is steel asleep or drugged !!!!!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are not alone!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Best thing I learned from this page is that it was the Health Freedom Defense Fund who managed to get this ruling !!! Time to give

$$$ to The Health Freedom Defense Fund!!!  Is this Robert F Kennedy? or solely Leslie Manookian?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mask wearing reveals only that the wearer is a victim of group psychosis via mainstream television and is unable to apply logic,

common sense and must be told what to think. Public transport travellers need only scrutinise more carefully the notices requiring

them to wear masks which invariably reveal that the transport company can only recommend travellers “follow government advice to

wear masks unless exempt”. There is no such thing as a legal mandate to wear face diapers. If only they could see themselves as

others see them. (“Oh wad some pow’r the giftie gie us, to see oursels as ithers see us. It wad frae mony a blunder free us, an’ foolish

notion” said the poet, 1785).  

Well two years ago, I exempted myself on grounds of the fact that humans beings were not born wearing face diapers and are entitled

to go about their business without advertising themselves as brainwashed victims of an opcial psyops agenda. I have never been

challenged. The cure is to keep mainstream television sets permanently in the “off” position. Victims of mass psychosis should

however keep in mind that there may be health repercussions, not to mention further environmental pollution through the discarding of

those useless pieces of fabric. Microplastics in lung tissue according to some reports are a possibility.

principia-scienti2c.com/study-shows-people-have-mask-microplastics-in..
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon - well said - and the poet (Rabbie Burns) would surely agree with you if he was here back in Scotland at this time to

hear Our First Minister still advising to wear masks in public places like supermarkets and the deluded are still complying even

though in other parts if the UK have been maskless for many months. We need a judge like that here in the UK.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yES! AS SOON AS THEY GET OUT OF A STORE, THEY PITCH THE MASK IN THE PARKING LOT TO BLOW AROUND, CLUTTERING

UP THE COUNTRYSIDE.! iN LUNGS AND BLOOD.
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Alan845
Joined On 5/17/2007 8:00:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mask wearing was never about health, always about control. In New Zealand, it has just been announced that the current mask

exemption system, in which a person could choose whether or not to become exempt, is to be replaced with 'opcial' mask exemptions

in which mask exemption certi2cates can only be issued by 'authorities'. A large backward step for an idiotic practice. Yet even though

masks are now only 'recommended' rather than 'mandated' indoors, the great majority of people are still wearing them - some habits are

easy to form and hard to break even though they totally defy logic.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Effective BrainWashing !!
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please get it together New Zealand, you are well on the way to becoming another Australia. Remember, the PM of Australia is a

Klaus Punk product. OH! So is NZ> So sorry.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb, it appears the maskoholics have tried your patience.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Brainwashing via fear mongering and shaming is powerful. I think this was just a test for something much bigger, like the great

reset.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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It seems most of the population get a feeling of security by being controlled and are too fearful living in freedom.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...."For all of modern medicine, it’s been known that surgical masks do not block viruses. That’s not why they’re used. They’re used

during surgery and other medical procedures to prevent the transfer of bacteria-laden saliva to vulnerable patients and open

wounds."..... Dr. Mercola references several studies that back this up. You don't need any trial study to prove that a surgical mask or

even an N95 mask will NOT 2lter a virus that's as small as 0.06 microns. The mesh size of a surgical mask is 0.5 microns. Therefore,

the gaps in the 2lter media are 8.33 times larger than the virus.

That's like using a chain-link fence to keep the mosquitos out of your patio. Bacteria are twice that size on average (1 micron), therefore

a surgical mask offers both the patient and the doctor protection from infections caused by bacteria expelled from the mouth via saliva

and vapors. You don't need a PhD in Filtration or Virology to comprehend that. Also, bacteria are attracted to water (no brainer). As the

2lter media absorbs moisture it becomes a better 2lter for bacteria. A mask expert on Sen Johnson's investigation team involved in

"COVID-19: A Second Opinion" makes another common sense revelation: Sars-Cov-2, like most viruses, have a lipid membrane that

covers the outside of the virus's structure.

A lipid is oil basically. Oil and water don't mix!! As the 0.5 micron gaps get coated with water from your lungs it acts as a funnel that

directs the virus straight through the mask. Those are the words from a 2ltration expert. I wish I could recall his name and the time

frame on the VERY long video of "COVID-19: A Second Opinion". Anyone who hasn't watched that needs to.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, no longer remember, the inside of the mask is more loaded than outside, threatening air being breathed in a recycle of bad

actors. Many ways that masks make you weak and potentially sicker. Regardless, you missed this paragraph header in the above

article: At CDC’s Request, White House Justice Department Is Appealing - - - Who the heck is the White House Justice Dept, eh?

We have a Dept of Justice, independent from the executive branch of the White House, yes?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Real, the Biden Administration had another gaff and misinterpreted "Justice" as "Justi2cation". The DOJ is a Department of

Justi2cation that justi2es insanity as the rule of law.
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM
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Well here in Canada they still suggest you wear it as cases increase. Cases mean nothing. How long did it take them to admit this

virus(which has never been isolated) is airborne and therefore masks are useless. There was an article Dr.M had posted in which the

guy wore a diaper smoked from a vape and put the mask back on and blow out. Well the virus’s particles are a lot smaller can can

penetrate the mask effortlessly. Dr. M they are just easing things off now, I wouldn’t say common sense kicked in.

Elections(I mean selections) are coming up in Canada and they want to play nice before they clamp down. But I think many will defy

this. 4th shot is being promoted and P2zer’s data is out. There lies are falling a part at the seams. Here in Canada many people have

gone in for surgeries and the have found micro plastics lodged in there lungs… from wearing the face diaper. Ridiculous how many

believe this piece of cloth protects them when they ingest garbage food, don’t exercise, smoke, get no sun, sleeping patterns are all

over the place.

People really have no idea how much control they have over their wellness/illness. I have never worn the face diaper and I won’t. I value

fresh air/sun, peoples beautiful smiles. No government will ever take that away… and we should never let them. In the beginning it was

just a mask… until the sheep followed then the tyrannical measures just got worse. You never get out of something like this with

compliance, being disobedient is the only way out. JustSayNo.
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just last week at the opce, a older worker gleefully announced she recieved her second booster that morning. It is sad, but her

mind was made up/convinced by her doctor due to the vulnerability of her age group. Another older lady at the opce is still

double-masking daily. There is no help for these people, and sadly they will most likely pay the ultimate price for “going along

with it.” What really catches me off guard are young people (35 and younger) still wearing masks as they walk down the street or

ride in a car, usually solo. What happened to the natural rebelliousness of youth? Has the 2ght collectively gone out of the

majority?
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Where are all the anti-war demonstrators?  Political warmongers, the legacy media and megalomaniacal billionaires are pushing to

escalate the war in Ukraine very successfully, yet I have seen no signs of demonstrators urging our demented bellicose politicians to

hold talks and pull back from the very real threat of a nuclear holocaust. What has all this to do with masks? Everything! The docile,

compliant, brainwashed and dumbed down populations of the USA, Britain and mainland Europe seem like programmed zombies,

accepting abuse and believing all the rubbish they see, hear and read on the news. Masks, lockdowns, and every other psychological

trick has been used to further the aims of the evil WEF in its implementation of the "Great" reset.

I am simply astounded and dismayed by peoples' could-care-less attitudes when I raise the subject to them.  Social and healthcare

systems have gone to the dogs, there are no alternative views on any important matters presented on the mainstream media,

hyperinaation looms on the horizon, we are the closest to nuclear war than we have ever been and most of the people I see act as if

everything is 2ne and many here in Britain still wear the stupid muzzles, looking like terri2ed zombies, scared of a virus not much worse

than seasonal au in most cases, yet seemingly unfazed by the real danger of a nuclear holocaust.
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Doc has shared clips showing how the nightly news right down to the Local News level - tonight's news is brought to you by

P2zer, whoever. The yesterday's video Monopoly shows hundreds of different news stations across the board repeating the same

saturation message verbatim. It also shows a PR big shot bragging how they manipulate the public with BS. When the majority of

the population is being programed & most, until hit square in the face with something don't even realize it. Also as stated

elsewhere, many have protested one Too Big to Fail or another, usually one company or product at a time, when the reality is all

the Too Big's are under the tent of One Big Monopoly. This is just one reason after decades of many protest efforts many suffer

either protest fatigue, or have bought the PR saturation those people are just troublemakers, malcontents.
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Stephjask - yes, I thought at least when gubberment brought in the jabs for children... Australia will make a revolution to save

their kids....NO - they are queueing up with their kids for the poison. My guess is: “easier just go along”... because it is not easy to

resist...cannot get practice work travel see certain doctors go near a hospital....and the constant explanations/arguments of

“why not”..... On the other hand I cannot understand that - everything just going on like nothing happened - the leaches’ plans just

continuing like there were no weekly demonstrations lawsuits etc...???
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In 2003 there was an estimated 30 million internationally protesting the soon to happen invasion of Iraq over WMD lies. I spent

years marching in antiwar demonstrations as a member of Veterans For Peace but the regime change wars continued. Have I

given up? I have pointed out the misinformation and fraudulent news stories of the current crisis in Ukraine and have been

slammed. I still get out on the street weekly with a small group with signs about No Mandates, Freedom to Choose, and other

antivax information. I tell people to get off their couch and unglue their eyes from the tv and protest. Most just shrug and say

how can I make a difference. We can and do make a difference. Just because you don't get medals and awards for going against

the "narrative" is no reason to stay on the couch. We know we may be taken down as domestic terrorist for not following the

"opcial narrative" but liberty and freedom comes with a cost unfortunately.
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"Where are all the anti-war demonstrators?" The answer is they have been taken over and replaced ala "Invasion of the Body

Snatchers", circa 1956.
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You mean the "we all have to die of something " crowd?????
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Do not let your guard down by believing that these mask and "vaccine" mandates are now and forever more over. Most people have

successfully passed government operators' nation-wide Milgram experiment by obeying what "authorities" commanded them to do.

They consented to commands to close their "non-essential" businesses; to maintain "social-distance" (an oxymoron) of six feet from

others; to stay away from their friends and families; and obey "lockdown" orders to stay in their homes; to wear a mask everywhere; and

get "vaccinated". They believed the bullshit--and still do-- that human beings don't have an immune system; then they believed the

modi2ed bullshit--and still do--that, okay, okay, humans do have an immune system, but it is so weak that one must wear a mask for

true, effective protection; and they believed the bullshit--and still do--that asymptomatic, i.e. healthy people can spread SARS-COV-2.

So healthy people also must wear a mask. I have even had people seriously argue with me, a cancer survivor, that SARS-COV-2 is

deadlier than any cancer; therefore one MUST "get vaccinated", whereas one can survive any cancer without treatment! The irrational

fear, willful ignorance, wanton stupidity and mindlessness in far too many people is strong in them; and by persistently wearing their

mask, they thereby demonstrate--and many of them have told maskless me--that they are conveying a message to government

operators that they want the mask and "vaccine" mandates to remain in force permanently.

Tyrants require one's consent to comply with their tyranny in order for them to continue to be tyrants. Withdraw your consent! Give

tyrants in government and their civilian supporters the Ceausescu treatment, in accord with your legitimate, individual rights to

self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and your private property rights. Vaccinate them from life, and cause them to wear a

mask consisting of six feet of soil over their corpses!
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Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 81, I am alive in spite of the attempts to kill me - Round Up. 4th stage lymphoma, 3 months, 4 chemos, back to 3 months. That

was in 2000. Did my research, went organic, followed dr M's advice and had lots of prayer. 1 year later ,I went into remission been

there since.2001 WHEN YOU BELIEVE IN CURSES, WITCH DRS, YOU WILL DIE JUST BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE IT!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is now CLEAR though is there is no "legit" science for masking regardless of what the corrupt perps tell you their subjective

false narrative says. IF a person chooses to masks they can never say they work because the science has always shown they do

not. Wearing a mask is a choice a person should be able to make and if it makes them feel better mask mask mask away, but do

not ever tell others they should wear them because they work...they don't. It's not even debatable at this point, nor was it prior for

those in the know following real science. Crazy I or anyone even needs to say this in April of 2022
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any public opcial who causes the enactment of laws or otherwise issues or enforces policy directives for the wearing of masks by

infants, toddlers, children and other sensitive age groups (e.g. the elderly, for whom the breathing of free air with its 21% oxygen is

surely critical for immune health) must be summarily charged for crimes against humanity and stripped of their licenses and rights to

remain in public opce. This includes presidents, prime ministers, heads of public health bodies, leaders of professional medical bodies,

and others. It is time that sane people are appointed to determine the fortunes and outcomes of the human species instead of

deranged lunatics.
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AnnieRoseBlueberry
Joined On 8/3/2020 8:53:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will common sense return? Absolutely not. Someone I know works at a crematorium and told our group last weekend that more people

are choosing cremation for their loved ones out of concerns of the deceased dying from Covid or possibly having had Covid at death,

and the virus leaching up through the soil and into the air and infecting others. This person thought it was a valid concern! The

deceased has had their blood drained and their body embalmed. The body is inside a sealed casket. The casket is placed inside a solid

walled liner and buried six feet under ground.

How is the Covid virus supposed to get past those barriers? I so wanted to ask this person that if a mask protected people from the

virus, wouldn’t layers of dirt be even more effective? Even those dying of bacterial infections are incapable of spreading that bacteria

(like the Black Death) once buried, unless their remains are disturbed.This person of course was the only one of us seven wearing a

mask in a large room workshop. Common sense is still in very short supply for many people.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There really is no hope for a segment of the population who believes such a thing Annie. Just never allow them to impose that

belief system EVER on you
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have chosen cremation simply because i have no living relatives, why waste the money when the body and casket will decay no

matter what. My soulwill go to heaven immediately upon death, what is left is just a shell.
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BookGal11
Joined On 11/19/2012 10:22:08 AM
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Dordee, those of us opposed to poison would not want our blood drained and replaced with poison. I do not have a reply under

your comment so posting here.
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defcon1776
Joined On 9/21/2021 7:01:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not over at the VA medical facilities. Had bloodwork yesterday and masks still required.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't even get me started with how the VA treats their veterans. My 87 year old Father received a au vaccine in October of last

year, and for the 2rst time, I noticed the word "adjuvant" in the au vaccine description. I contacted his PCP and was told it was

"MF59" and sent the CDC website claiming its safety. After further research, I found out "MF59" was given experimentally (and

unknowingly) to some of the soldiers during the Gulf War in their anthrax vaccines. It was later linked to the cause of Gulf War

Syndrome. The government really cares about their vets and doesn't mind using them as unsuspecting medical guinea pigs. Until

I die, I will discourage any family members or friends from ever joining the military.
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tootiemoonie
Joined On 2/28/2009 5:09:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is so dismaying about the whole of the last two years is the amount of genuine research that might have been done if only so

many people in charge didn't already know the answers - to wit, vaccines make a lot of money.
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly for US … the government lawyers will learn their lesson and dot their 'i's and cross their 't's next time -- to make sure that

everything follows the procedures required under law. That still doesn't help US against government overreach that declared this whole

event a medical threat -- a 'pan(dem)ic' -- and, so, that will come and bite US again at their will and their convenience. It's long past time

to rid ourselves of not just bloated bureaucracy -- but unnecessary and unmonitored and uncontrolled bureaucracy … and the CDC/FDA

are 2 places just ripe for a serious cutback on both their authority and their numbers and their funding.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEED TO ADD EPA which allows Round Up and other poisons to be used on our food crops to kill us and all the pollinators!
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joy894334
Joined On 4/1/2016 8:46:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just took my daughter to the local medical pavilion. I'm happy to report I saw only 50% wearing masks - even among the staff where it's

still required. I think people are waking up at least a little.
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highseaspirate
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Rememebr the TV show, "The Paper Chase" from the 1970's? That show was a recruitment tool to aood our courts with lawyers, that

would one day become judges ideally, to argue over wordws such as the emaning if "is" (Bill Clinton), and "sanitation". The Left appears

to be exercising a form of judicial activism that has an attitude that even though they know they are skirting the law, they can argue over

a word in court, go through appeals, etc... They don't care. Why? They are setting precendent for future actions. Always with the aim to

move the bar closer and closer to their true ends. In their mind, the ends justify the means. It's like dealing ith a child. Afterall, eveything

they know they learned in kindergarten (by Robert Fulghum), the most formative years. The cultivation of "true believers". If you say and

do the 'right" things, they will even pay for you to become a lawyer, and you'll never question why you wanted to be one in the 2rst place.
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MiketheAngel
Joined On 5/23/2009 11:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks are gone? Don't be so sure. CDC: "Congress, we need statutory authority to mandate masks." Congress: "No problemo! Consider

it done. Anything else?" The insane running things have not gone away.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks are gone for me. Let them arrest me before I put another oxygen stopper on my face.
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vaszary
Joined On 11/10/2011 2:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this article and it is about time the mask mandate are lifted.  However, I have not heard anything about mandates on

vaccinations and what is happening to those people that choose not to take the shot.  I have family in U.S. and have been unable to

travel across the border for a couple of years, as well as inter-provincially in Canada.  Some restrictions have been lifted about

"passports" interprovincially, but one still has to do the dance going across the border and then coming back. The psychological

damage that was also done to us by restricting our movements, which remind me of my time I was growing up under a Communist

system, are starting to show up.  No wonder the counsellors and psychologists are now overrun with people who are mentally affected

by these mandates.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But, still I cannot (will not) ay as they demand proof of vax or a PCR test, and I refuse both, so my life is stiaed. . . . and  I was in the

grocery store one day without a mask (Kroger never enforced the rule) and a child of 2 years got uncontrollable happy when she saw

me, reaching out to me and laughing. I responded in kind, but was so sad as a civilization which thinks itself advanced was doing this to

children.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How no one is prosecuted for crimes against humanity for what was done to the children alone is astonishing 28 months into the

greatest scam ever perpetuated upon humanity...
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love Kroger and they do have a good organic section.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had the pleasure of visiting a local social security opce April 25th. Not only were masks forced on us but there were chairs taped off

with large 

❌

 so that we were directed to sit about 8’ from one another yet there were no such directions for the outside line; we stood

mask free and our usual American distance of about 2’ discussing the gorgeous weather until an irate elderly customer exited bc she

had been forced to discard her nail 2le or walk her boney self back to her car to leave it. There were 2 armed guards outside directing

her to vacate the premises for which she began cussing them for their assistance. Upon entry there were 4 armed guards inside and a

metal detector. We checked in on a keyosk then sat between the 

❌

 waiting our turn.

When called we entered a semi open cubby space with thick acrylic to protect us from the angry federal employee who snarkily took the

information then answered questions with disdain and revulsion towards my obvious ignorance. I left with my stamped piece of paper,

promptly disposed of their mask then speed walked towards my vehicle with loads of gratitude towards my well spent tax money that

supports this opce and thousands like it. I reached under my car seat to assure myself that my purse was there with loaded Glock and

knife just in case I was followed... Thank god we’re free again but someone needs to tell these federales it’s free to breathe again-
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG! The Social Security Administration (SSA)! What a total joke. My father was a supervisor there. He worked at the Little Rock,

AR building from about 1971 until 1998. I knew people that worked there up until 2008 and that was the last time I visited. When

my father started there in the early 70’s there were less than 100 people there and half of those were secretaries. All the cases

were done manually. Sometimes, they had to leave the opce to investigate a claim and yet they managed to keep up with the

caseloads. Fast forward to 2008 and everything is computerized with all the medical information you need to determine a case at

your 2ngertips, yet they had to move to a new building twice in those 37 years and the headcount increased to over 500 in just

the Little Rock, AR opce! Gone were all the secretaries! So they actually went from 50 to 500 in 37 years! Some people have to

wait YEARS to have their case evaluated just to get a letter in the mail saying DENIED! Here’s what makes no sense.

The population of the state went from 2 million to 3 million (33% population increase) in that time frame, but it takes 10 times

longer to get a determination from the Social Security and Disability Administration even though the headcount went up 500%

(1000% when you exclude secretaries) in that administration and everything is automated now. It’s a total joke! Those last few

years I visited I noticed NO ONE WORKING when I did a walk through! They were all playing computer games, playing on their cell

phones, and/or eating at their desk. Of course, 90% of them were OBESE! This is our TAX DOLLARS at work! So what changed?

Aprmative action transformed that opce from 100% white in 1971 to 99.9% black in 2008.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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jamnjim - un-freakin-believable!!! Nothing but waste and greed - no accountability what-so-ever!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Masks are stupid
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ctkitt
Joined On 8/17/2019 5:37:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re the "still face" experiment: how terrifying for the child, to recognize the mother but not receive a response from her. To prove the

point, why didn't he make the mother wear a surgical mask for the experiment? Seems the outcome would be similar, and possibly

worse - when the child has NO RESPONSE due to inability to even recognize his own mother while she wears a surgical mask.
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jkwaso
Joined On 3/25/2021 9:03:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A recent call to my healthcare facility inquiring about mask mandates while on campus for patients seeking care was frustrating to say

the least. The facility still requires patients to mask claiming that the U.S. JCAHO Commission could site them. It was also said during

this call that healthcare facilities receiving Medicare and Medicaid monies must still follow masking mandates. Is this the last

stronghold - our doctor opces, clinics, and hospitals? Telemedicine visits don't make sense at times, like when patients require

physicals and lab work. I mentioned that continued enforcement of illogical mask mandates will eventually prompt a break in clientele

essentially forcing some to seek out care elsewhere in a more integrated natural setting (functional doctors, chiropractors, naturopaths,

holistic medicine, nutritionists, etc.).

The representative of the hospital empathized but said there's nothing they could do but follow rules and guidelines handed down to

them from up on high essentially. This last area of stronghold must be addressed to follow logic and the science; masks don't prevent

viruses from spreading!
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wil9373
Joined On 3/9/2016 3:12:33 PM
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I'm just so thankful for Dr Mercola's newsletter and his bravery to persistently tell us the truth. And to the other doctors who are doing

the same. They are our hope to lead us in ending this madness. These articles have kept me grounded, focused and have helped me

stay strong through the pressures

🙏👏👍🤞💕
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skybleuct
Joined On 12/6/2017 11:36:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks at the dentist opce! Even if masks were effective — which they obviously are not — wearing a mask in the waiting room is

‘required’ at my dentist (I didn’t wear one and no one said anything) is insanely ridiculous as patients’ mouths are wide open due to the

very nature of dental work!!
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes; it felt like a psy-0p to me; and then...6 days after a routine Dental cleaning on 1-29-21; I came down with symptoms of a

more severe illness that I never had before that could have been "coV" :  (the test swab up to cribriform plate and "trade Secret"

undisclosed contents don't pass my "smell" test ...my body was able to 2ght it off with success...The timing of contraction points

to contagion from Dentist Opce...even today, this Dental Opce continues to enforce masking when not getting teeth cleaned.

This opce has you wait in car and get paged to come in when they are ready for you; updating medical info through a sliding

window ....and wanting you to be exposed to X-Rays on a regular basis (I decline). The bene2ts of tartar removal by hygienist and

dental inspection for problems by Dentist are appreciated, though.
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Politics have destroyed science. Science is no more objective, rational, logical, or factual. The liberals, Democrats, progressives,

socialists, and leftists have bastardized science, technology, and engineering. They are also attacking mathematics calling it racist.

Give us a break! And they call themselves political scientists. Political science is nothing but a crock. What the CDC is doing is

absolutely criminal and as supported by a corrupt DOJ. Isn't it strange that when the Democrats are in control of our country, we have

absolutely criminal government agencies including the DOJ? However, when the Republicans are in control of the country, we have

government agencies that are more fair than so blatantly left-leaning. Even then, President Trump and his administration had to 2ght

with a DOJ that started out more fair but ended up being just as corrupt as when the Democrats are in control. It is all very sickening.

We are losing our country. I hope it is not too late to win our country back before it becomes totally lost to those who seek to destroy it.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ten bucks says there will be morons who insist on wearing them for the rest of their lives.
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cover.merlenegmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 3:50:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#DrThompson proved to the world why #CDC guidelines should be "carefully-scrutinized*
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So it took the courts over 2 years to realize that the cdc, a private corporation, had no Authority whatsoever to issue such mandates??

 What a bunch of complete nonsense and morons. Anybody with a basic rudimentary understanding of law, even this maritime law

would know that they had no such Authority to issue anything as corporations can only issue corporate policies not actual laws. The

same is also true for the entire United States which is also a corporation Incorporated at Dun & Bradstreet... But that's a whole other

story.
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LauraC84
Joined On 1/2/2021 9:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leslie is wrong about the 3 branches of government. They are NOT equal. The legislative has the most power, executive is in the middle,

and the Judicial has the least amount. She may want to fact check her information before spreading disinformation. Here it is in the

Federalist papers. Each branch has separate & unique powers, that keep each other in check...but they are not equal.

thefederalistpapers.org/founders/hamilton/alexander-hamilton-federalis..
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rck774200
Joined On 11/29/2020 12:42:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news, but -- the Feds will 2nd another way around this court-imposed roadblock.  Examples are pointed out in a Daniel Horowitz

article which begins "You have the right to health and bodily privacy to use the opposite sex's bathroom, but you don't have the right to

reject an experimental injection. That is a position evidently adopted even by Trump-appointed judges." And the Feds will continue

doing such things ... until the states regain control of, and vastly shrink the scope and size of, the Federal government. That will take a

while.  Daniel Horowitz points out daily, the faster way to health freedom should be in state legislatures -- especially in 'trifecta' GOP

states.

But ... "Two years into the travesty of COVID fascism, vaccine injury, and denial of appropriate treatment" most "GOP-controlled

legislative bodies" "have done very little" to protect our freedoms. Horowitz urges grassroots teams to pour on the heat on state

legislatures to 2ll the urgent need for "a permanent legal barrier to government and non-government entities from ever ruling over one’s

body in the form of coerced medical treatment, preventives, devices, or injections." One tiny step on the way is a proposed PA

constitutional amendment (HB 2013) that would ban all vaccine mandates and prohibit discrimination against those who exercise the

right.

Another: "the New Hampshire House became the 2rst legislative body to pass a bill essentially allowing citizens to access ivermectin

over the counter at a pharmacy." And -- much more in the NH House: "The ivermectin bill wasn’t the only success this week for

advocates of medical freedom. The NH House successfully passed [nine] bills seeking to redress the civil liberties issues from the past

two years: ban mask mandates; hospitals allow patients visitors; block vaccine mandate enforcement; block state & local require

private business have vaccine mandate; Block judges abridging parental rights for refusal to vaccinate their child.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So glad I live in rural Missouri, Lincoln County. Stores only did this in beginning months. We have been mask free for a long time. Some

people still wear them, but very few. Only drs opces, hospital insist on them. Some drs do not! simply do not say anything if you do not

have one. All the facts were there to prove they did no good, but everyone panicked. I have no breathing problems unless i wear one, I

am rebreathing moist air just breathed out, it causes me to cough, steams up my glasses so I cannot see.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks this, masks that. Bickering and bitching at best. The apocalyptic threat to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is a cashless

society.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish they would get rid of the mask mandates in medical facilities. I can't understand what anyone is saying because not only does the

mask mu�e the voice, it also keeps one from reading lips. You can't see expressions, was my smile of gratitude seen when someone

opened the door for me? Does the doctor look concerned when reading my test results? Can't read the eye chart because the lenses

keep fogging up due to me wearing a mask, resulting in an inaccurate prescription. And then there is that oh so inconvenient thing

called breathing. I recently visited an elderly friend in a care home.

She wasn't wearing a mask, but everyone else was required to. She is hard of hearing and couldn't understand a word of what I was

saying, and 2nally she asked if I would just take the mask off. I complied, after all, I have natural immunity to Covid.   And 2nally, I saw a

high school student walking home from the bus stop, by himself, wearing a d*mn mask!!! This kid isn't known for following rules, so I'm

guessing he has become so accustomed to wearing a mask that it is now just second nature. What a shame!
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Dordee
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YES, YES, YES!!! NOT TO MENTION A THIEF WEARING A MASK CANNOT BE DESCRIBED TO POLICE!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Dordee, There have been lots of catalytic converter thefts in my neighborhood, many of which were captured on security

cameras. But alas, the thieves can not be identi2ed because they are all wearing masks, just like the "good" citizens they are.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Well opcer, the person who attacked and robbed me- I can't tell if it was a male or female, was wearing a black mask with a

black hoodie, black sunglasses, black pants, black sneakers and it was very dark tonight". Opcer: "I'm sorry but the alleged

suspect is not identi2able and was not dressed inappropriately. At least they were considerate and wore a mask. There is nothing

I can do to help you. Have a good night".
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"NOT TO MENTION A THIEF WEARING A MASK CANNOT BE DESCRIBED TO POLICE!" Lol, I'm surprised this fact wasn't taken

more advantage of.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 9:40:50 PM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They ignore the science when it suits their agenda. That much is clear.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 10:14:29 AM
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is clear that the gags had nothing to do with protection from the "virus" (if it ever really existed and was not just the rebranding of the

au for nefarious political purposes). The purposes of the gag mandates were dehumanization, distortion of perception and learning of

young children to cripple them for later exploitation by pederasts and communists, interference with interpersonal communication that

might diverge from regime narratives, marking of compliance and controllability for the regime's police agents and preparation of the

populace for planned future and probably permanent lockdowns and mandates on the pretext of global warming. Any attempt now to

reintroduce gag mandates by a regime now conclusively shown to be illegitimate must be met by resistance and if necessary by revolt.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get ready for Round 2. Coming this Autumn in time for the mid term elections.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 8:19:46 PM
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Annienator
Joined On 7/29/2021 4:18:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sense isn’t common.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 9:42:30 AM
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chieromancer
Joined On 3/27/2008 6:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The courts may have struck down the mandate, but the Los Angeles County Dept of Health doubled-down and continued mask

mandates on public transport and ride-sharing. Even thought the case rate in LA county is lower than the annual au. Once we allow fear

to control us and give up our freedoms to a handful of despots, they will hold on to that power as long as they can,.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The mother/child 2minvid was powerful evidence. Even for CDC half wits!  Great stuff!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 8:53:06 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHY were they allowed. Could not be because no one was held accountable for the obvious fraud shown over and over and over...could

it? As always, its just allowed and talked about day after day after day with the mongers just doing as they please. Now here we are in

almost May of 2022 and those very same people are in their very same positions. The question of WHY does this happen or why it

continues to happen...SERIOUSLY? What get's me is we PAY these people to allow others to use fraudulent science against us.

Someone remind me the de2nition of insanity again please...
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie.... why were they allowed? allowed? It was a grand test, to see how much they can push us, control us as that is the future

planned for us ~ living under total control. Just look at the destruction of our cities, another planned event ~ so that when they

bring out the micro chip to insert into you ~ they will tell you that crime will only stop when everyone is chipped so they can stop

the crime .... it's all to "help you".
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

allowed as in no one stopped them. Why would it not have continued? Without accountability none of it ends was my point. I use

the example of a burglar breaking into your house...do you END it or simply allow it? In the case of the scamdemic WE KNEW

early on how criminal and fraudulent it was yet these mongers simply checked off an agenda checklist day after day month after

month and year after year. All we ever heard was whine and complain and whine and complain by our elected opcials who we

pay to STOP this. Look at the border situation. Every day the news simply talks about it and nothing ENDS it until the damage is

already done
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate it that we pay these people who have no accountability! I never told them they could pay Fraudchi what they are paying

him. Hey, we get rid of all those freaks and we could probably end health care issues - stop paying all this money for gain of

function research while people die unable to afford insulin! ARRRGGGggggg. Does anyone see the connection between this

amount of ridiculousness?~~ De2nitely insane!
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Masks were allowed because a majority of the population believes if the government says it, it must be true.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have to re-phrase. When I said why were masks were allowed it was referring the the original headline of WHY "was the science

of masks ignored". Was ignored because no one held the mongers to account for far to long. The science was known and was

not fuzzy in the least pre and post scamdemic. The mongers or perps as I call them just simply did what they wanted making up

subjective narrative science to 2t the agenda while everyone who could do something about it didn't. As for masks being

embraced by the majority it all depended on where you live. I can count on one hand how many times I wore a mask in that era

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 2:45:14 PM
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tar3254
Joined On 2/1/2014 3:22:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So glad this nonsense seems to be ending. I'll never forget how my children were forced by the WIAA here in Wisconsin to wear masks

while running up and down a basketball court. Thankful the senseless "mandate" didn't result in any kids dying while playing sports as it

did for two kids in China. Really shows that these organizations and public schools don't care about the health and well-being of our

kids; they're mostly worried about liability.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC, FDA, and associated agencies are about as Federal as Federal Express. None of these agencies operate Lawfully (under

Common Law) and all are incorporated businesses. They can take their mandates and cram them into their nearest personal ori2ce.

Quit cowering before the majesty of corporate dictate.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The one time I can agree with killery clinton in that, “it takes a village”. It must become a group effort. I shared a story today

about going to ss opce and the armed guards and mask enforcement. Sure I alone could have resisted but then I receive no

service and in this case no service means no employment which means no rent no food no gas. My dogs would be so deeply

unhappy, who am I to disappoint? I don’t know how Rosa Parks did it but in today’s world I don’t see how the power of 1 is

effective. Do you?
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Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the CDC makes a medical claim, or the FDA claims a drug or medical device is safe, what it tells me is there is a problem.
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mma2287
Joined On 4/16/2021 7:28:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The masks don’t work, even on an N95 mask, because the virus, measured in nanometers, is smaller than the gaps between the 2bers

in the masks, measured in microns. There are 1000 nanometers in one micron. The Covid 19 virus ranges in size from 100-140

nanometers. The N95 mask is designed to keep out particulate matter three microns and larger. To a virus, the gaps/holes in the mask

are huge. Another reason the masks don’t work is that the Covid virus is in an oil based capsule. The chances of it getting trapped in the

mask 2bers are slim. And that’s just the N95 masks which is touted as the best mask to wear.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bottom line is those people who were buying into the virtue signaling of masking never had a strong science background or

interest or probably failed in those classes growing up. Anyone, who understands how science is played out knew quickly this

was all a SCAM to get people to the deeper aspects of the agenda which was injections and more control over YOU.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many comments refer to wondering how compliant Joe Public is in just accepting the narrative, at the same time condemning honest,

reasonable debate. Sodium auoride is being pushed upon us via tap water by governments, here is an enlightening article by Stephan

Cooter on the “obedience drug” that is sodium auoride. Used by Russians and Germans to calm prisoners

www.stormfront.org/.../t590215  (Perhaps Stormfront website a bit radical?) Also from New Zealand auoridefree.org.nz/8500-2  And

the data sheet fscimage.2shersci.com/.../21230.htm  All under the guise of tooth protection and the usual “greater good”.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never drank tap water unless I had to when growing up. Even when I was very young and didn't know any better, I would not

drink city water or water from a well due to how horrible both tasted. My parents nearly lost their minds dealing with me. Luckily,

we had LOTS of springs where I grew up. Central AR, near the foothills of the Ozark and Ouachita Mountains is a gold mine for

fresh/drinkable water just coming up out of the ground (AKA: Hot Springs, AR). I have a 20 acre wooded lot in AR that has a

spring that never goes dry. It's priceless! That's why I love it when the governments threaten to take away our rights to drill our

own well. I'll just move back to my 20 acres in AR when that happens! Where I live/work now in TN, also has good water, but I

can't drill a well and there's no nearby springs.

Now that water 2lters are so common, I do drink 2ltered water. However, as soon as I can, I make a trip to AR and 2ll up my water

jugs. I bring 10 2ve gallon jugs. That will last me anywhere between 3 and 6 months. You'd think that in 6 months the water

would have bacteria growing in it. It's never happened! I can make tea and leave it out over night and it will not turn cloudy. I

actually leave it out over night to reduce the bitterness. Try that with tap water and you will have a pitcher of

murky/cloudy/muddy looking tea the next morning that you'll have to pour out. It also helps that I don't add sugar to the tea.
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Kaiwan
Joined On 2/6/2022 7:04:33 AM
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Awesome news for America and the struck down illegal mandates are being replicated in the countries allied with the USA, to some

degree but not fully as in the USA now. Still people are lining up for the death shot and today I was in a clinic and overheard a patient

arranging with clinic staff to get not only a booster but a au shot as well; in Australia! In China the whole country is in lock-down, again,

but at least they are not separating the children from their families now!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The combination au and covid shots are going to go a long way in "thinning the herd".
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a shocker for you (not). Just prior to the Covid-19 outbreak, the Department of Defense (DOD) did a study on whether or

not the au vaccines increase the likelihood of catching coronaviruses. They found that getting the au vaccine increased the

chances of a soldier getting a coronavirus by 36%. WHAT A COINCIDENCE!! So, why would the DOD be interested in knowing if a

au vaccine would increase the likelihood of getting a coronavirus infection? Knowing this, why did the military MANDATE all

soldiers to get the au vaccine and then the coronavirus vaccine?? Same goes for most hospitals. Didn't the medical system have

the DOD's study on this au vaccine and coronavirus infection relationship? If so, why did they mandate all employees to get the

au vaccine back in 2020?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy - I thought P2zer was coming up with a au/covid in one shot! I wonder what happened with all that!
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Uranus11
Joined On 4/27/2022 3:58:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Somebody said the mask wearIng phenomenon is group psychosis - How True! That’s all

🥺👍
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The baseless mandates may 2nally be over - and thank God they are! - but the insanity isn't! Just yesterday we had a fourth grade

teacher here in Florida in court because he refused to wear a mask at school. He faced up to a year in prison! Thankfully he didn't get

the jail time, but he does have to pay a 2ne and court costs ... for failing to do something that was useless in the 2rst place! >:(
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even though FL has an amazing governor, the schools and hospitals, etc. aren't following through. Then what will happen when

the next conjured up virus is thrown at this world? This is sure to happen before the mid-term elections. We have heard it could

be Marburg which is already in the covid shot. The Globalists and the Crats aren't giving up.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm having Tshirts made that read.... "I AM THE PERSON THE CDC WARNED YOU ABOUT" NATURALY IMMUNE TO NONSENSE!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wallguy..... thanks for the great laugh !!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOVE IT! hOW MUCH?
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Unvaxxed2
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:44:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, this is a new one for me................blindness caused by the vaccines??

dailyexpose.uk/2022/04/26/why-people-going-blind-following-covid-vacci..  An UNBELIEVABLE number of side effects from these

shots. SMDH

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 1:41:03 PM
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ric9795
Joined On 7/12/2013 1:17:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is so personal to me and my family as I was terminated from my job of 23+ years because of my medical disability and it's affect

on me. I have searched in RI where I live for legal guidance and have gotten no traction thus far. If anyone can help me with my plight,

reach out rick.smith06@gmail.com
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vast collateral damage inaicted upon humanity has to have a reckoning. To date not ONE person or entity responsible for all

of this damage, maiming and death to humans has been held accountable. Not ONE! I do not mean accountable as in fading into

cushy "we the people" funded pension as Fauci probably does. I mean REAL accountability
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Low Intensity Electromagnetic Fields Act via Voltage-Gated Calcium Channel (VGCC) Activations to Cause Very Early Onset Alzheimer’s

Disease: 18 Distinct Types of Evidence “Rats exposed to pulsed EMFs every day are reported to develop universal or near universal very

very very early onset neurodegeneration including AD; these 2ndings are super2cially similar to humans with digital dementia…. The

author is concerned that smarter, more highly pulsed “smart” wireless communication may cause widespread very, very early onset AD

in human populations.” pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35114921   &

stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Low-Intensity-EMFs-Ac..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and YOUR KIDS "exposed to pulsed EMFs every day are reported to develop universal or near universal very very very early onset

neurodegeneration including AD; these 2ndings are super2cially similar to humans with digital dementia…. The author is

concerned that smarter, more highly pulsed “smart” wireless communication may cause widespread very, very early onset AD in

human populations.” Kids sit under this in schools that "educate them'??????? WTF is wrong with this picture?????  Oh.....keep

PAYING Them TAXES !!!!!!  we NEED to "Educate" them Kids with propaganda.........Lick Them BOOTS !!!!!!!!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and what do you think 5G is doing to your kids or grandkids ?????
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know why Mercola articles "still" cannot be shared via Twitter?
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, common sense will not return. This is a spiritual battle for the souls of men. Those in power are liars. Liars are enabled by being

privy to knowledge that they know you don’t have. Secret knowledge was the carrot on a stick for Eve in the garden, and has been used

ever since to divide and conquer us. Secret societies among us corrupt those curious George’s. However, People who believe that the

Bible is God’s Word are not so easily deceived. They possess God given discernment that surpasses all understanding. They are a threat

to the forces of darkness for this reason.

We can easily see liars, because they speak against the Word of Truth. Take NASA for instance, they are a Freemasonic organization

who is being paid $50+ million daily. Their mission? To lie to the people about God’s creation. How do I know they are lying? I just told

you. Everything they teach is in stark contrast to God’s Word. There are many lessons in the Bible to guide someone from the snares of

the enemy. - Thy word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path. Psalm 119:105 — Going to a Sunday morning service isn’t going

to pro2t you in anyway, if you don’t actually believe what’s written in God’s Word.

- For those who have ears to hear: Upon waking this morning, I was asking The Lord for more pieces to the puzzle. Here is what popped

into my mind: They’re putting Iron (nanotechnology) into people, and will soon blast them with frequencies (5G?) to cause them to bleed

out. (Think metal in a microwave) Everyone taking Pharmakeia to prevent blood clotting is going to their own doom. (Ivermectin,

aspirin)
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Juststeve This link is in response to your comment above.  https://youtu.be/ZzVziB-e_eg  I highly encourage everyone to at

least give it a few minutes
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray, I have never ingested a prescription drug. I do resort to pure aspirin with no additives or simply willow bark. Are you saying I

am susceptible to 5g because of this?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NASA. You mean Never A Straight Answer from Not A Space Agency???
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the video link. My favorite musician who also happens to deal with truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@brianallen1 - I was just trying to communicate what was in my head upon awaking this morning. The overall feeling I had was

that any drug that thins the blood or prevents it from clotting is going to greatly enhance the damaging effects from these

Sounds. My mind was mainly focused on IVERMECTIN, I don’t know why. Perhaps somebody reading this could verify for me

whether or not that drug has any effect on the velocity of the blood? Either way…if my thoughts were indeed from The Lord, let it

be a warning to those of you out there. He doesn’t want us taking anything the Pharmaceutical industry has to offer. Those close

to God already know this. Those on the fence might wanna take some notes though.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stopsmartmetersbc.com/us-senate-2nally-admits-that-neuroweapons-exist..  same thing Steven Harper puked out about trashing most

Canadian FirstNations kids in Residential Schools ............."We are Sorrrrry" .......here is a few million$$$......now go away and get

drunker.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Typical 'Lip Service'.......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Electrosensitivity – an Environmental illness, an Authentic Diagnosis, not a Delusional Disorder
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Electrosensitivity – an Environmental illness, an Authentic Diagnosis, not a Delusional Disorder  

stopsmartmetersbc.com/.../electrohypersensitivity
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More you might want to read >   stopsmartmetersbc.com/2022-04-25-submission-to-bcuc-re-fortiss-gas-sme..  And smartmeters are

worldwide gas and electric.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mask Scam......and it was VERY successful.......showed how many really gullible 'Educated' braindead people are in the world today....at

least 90% are and this Mask Test proved ,without a doubt....how many are really lay down boot licker's are in today's societies , walking

the streets ........live nextdoor  , own stores and are the same "Teachers' that "educate your kids"........and ya wonder why the worlds is

on the 'brink of extinction'.....duhhhhhh
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don your Masks, Class...you need these to prove , without a doubt, how to effective your Brain-Training is and how effective we

as Smart, Knowledgeable "teachers' are at propaganda...... Now get on you knees and LICK MY BOOTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....worship

me!!! .. I am THE GREATEST Propagandist alive !!  Class Dismissed !~!!! Stated in every US classroom right now............Roll Up

Dem Sleeves.....and get this JAB......who cares about children less than 6 yo are dying from Liver failures....this 'Jab' will only

'protect you from ' every disease known '
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LIE after LIE............on and on...........   politicalnewsreport.com/pnr-original-content/if-your-big-lie-crumbles-..    and who controls

the Board's Of Education ????  from Bobby Fischer >>> ""Bobby Fischer does not want to be returned to the Jew-controlled USA,"

one text on the site reads, while another denies the Nazi Holocaust, during which an estimated six million Jews were

murdered."The so-called 'Holocaust' of the Jews during World War II is a complete hoax," it reads. "It never happened. The Jews

are liars. BIG LIE!!!!! and your children are TOLD WHAT TO THINK and KNOW !~~~~~~BrainWashing.....and the taxes you dole

out are sucked up by these Liars called 'teachers' ..........and ya wonder why the world is as F**ked up as it is..........and its been

going ON and ON......for decade after decade...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh and By the way..".nazi " is a US Made slander used by the "Newsmedias' of the US.........kinda like the slanderous US News

Medias rolled out against Vietnam and Japan and Korea and Afghanistan and dozens more.......as the USA bombed and nuked

and MURDERED over 350 MILLION Civilians in the name of "Peace&Freedom" ......we are bombing and slaughtered your country

and its people to "Save You".....
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mind control has been used on the masses. This video is an amazing discussion between 3 ladies that are so inspiring. I

recommend you Watch the interview below.  www.youtube.com/watch  and also support free journalism and buy the movie

—Trance.movie - Peace Love and happinesses
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oldcrank
Joined On 7/1/2014 6:19:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read this article to get an answer to the question in the title - Why Was the Science on Masks Ignored. The article, which was

interesting, gave information which we pretty much knew already, namely that there was no bene2t to masking and probably a good

deal of harm to children. But it did not answer the question in the title.  IS there an answer to the question?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The science was ignored because it was never about health or rational reasoning. It was always about control, harm, gaslighting

and a test to see how people would voluntarily comply to the psychological operation.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHY...because no one stopped them. Kind of like a burglar walking into your house. Are you going to simply allow it to happen or

do you STOP it period! If it's not stopped why would it not continue? We had no one holding ANYone accountable so it simply

rolled on. Without accountability nothing matters...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To Brodiebrock's point. This is the consequences for having a 1 party ruled Administration. Combine that with leftist leaning

branches of government (FDA, NIH, CDC, etc are all extremist lefties). Then combine that with a medical system and Big Pharma

that all lean hard left. Then combine that with a news media (MSM) that aren't even Liberal Democrats. They are left wing

extremist. Big Pharma pays for most of their advertising. All these activist/extremists on MSM do is follow the Tweets from

other left wing activist like AOC, OMAR, PELOSI, etc..

They take their Tweets and make it the news. Anything that exposes the corruption in our Big Pharma compromised government

gets SQUASHED by the MSM as misinformation and/or Right Wing Conspiracy Theories! Already, less than 48 hours after Elon

Musk buys Tweeter the MSM bails and closes their Tweeter accounts. I wonder why? Liars can't debate. The truth always wins

because you can't dispute the truth. So all the MSM idiots like Rachel MadCow have to 2nd a new platform.
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concerned0
Joined On 1/13/2011 2:18:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

vaccine no good...masks sometimes good...don't want your spittles in my face...nor do you want mine....its a precaution...all for

it...don't want some slob sneezing in my face...cover up.. mask it...
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Concerned0, we survived several million years with our innate immune systems to deal with such practicalities. Get a life.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are NOBODY and you have no right to tell others that they must limit their oxygen intake, and jeopardize their health, just

because you are suffering from some delusional and irrational fear! You are part of the problem!
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concerned0
Joined On 1/13/2011 2:18:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You guys are off....most work places, schools, are not natural environments..hence some protection....some things we can do

naturally, some we came up with helpful ways....many of you are brainwashed in your own ways....many of you are meat eaters

for instance...how many of you knew before Noah men were vegetarians.....that was the norm until the scope of eating was

changed.....no, cover you pusses around me....many of you weren't brought up incorrectly so a mask at least keeps your habits at

bay, thank you.  your spittles often are toxic and full of aluminum and mercury and graphine.....mask it to the hilt.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 7:28:14 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

concerned- I know where you can put YOUR mask! How about if people forced you to NOT wear a mask? Would that be proper

and acceptable. Spew your irrational fear somewhere else.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 7:37:27 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Concerned0, please read my post up above. I explain why masks don't work. Surgical mask and N95 mask were never designed

to 2lter viruses. They were designed to 2lter particles 0.3 (N95 mask) and 0.5 (surgical mask) microns and up. All viruses, that

I'm aware of, are smaller than this. The Sars-cov-2 virus is somewhere in the neighborhood of 0.06 microns! Smoke is around 1

micron. If you smell smoke from cigarettes when you step outside a shopping center you are not protected. The smoke particle

you are smelling is 17 times larger than the virus! Seriously! The water droplets you are referring to don't go down your lungs.

They can go into your eyes. Are you wearing goggles to protect your eyes? I doubt it.

If you insist on wearing a mask, at least wear one that works. It needs to be 100% effective at 2ltering vapors since this virus is

aerosolized. Since the virus has a lipid-based outer coating the mask needs to be capable of 2ltering oil vapors. The 3M Particle

Respirator 8293, P100 with Cool Flow Valve is a perfect match. It's a disposable P100 particulate respirator that meets NIOSH’s

maximum 2ltering epciency rating. It has a minimum 2lter effectiveness of 99.97% against both oil and non-oil particles.

www.amazon.com/3M-P100-Disposable-Particulate-Respirator/dp/B001BXRRH4  There is one drawback to this mask.

It has an exhaust valve. That's because the mesh size is so small you won't be able to breath through it once you exhale a few

times and load it up with water vapor. If water vapor can pass through, so can a virus. So anything capable of 2ltering a virus will

require an exhaust valve. So it will not protect those around you. As with most masks, your not supposed to wear this more than

8 hours. At $10 a piece, you're looking at a $3650.00/year bill. Maybe buying in bulk will help. They do make better masks than

this for virus protection. The price goes up considerably. This is one of the cheapest mask I've found that offers any protection.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 11:31:14 AM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't you just do everyone around you a favor and purchase and live in a hermetically sealed bubble like the movie "Bubble

Boy", 2001?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 12:45:50 PM
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jimg
Joined On 12/20/2006 11:49:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Being a senior in my 80s, I shall continue to wear a mask in public as a means of self preservation. I use a Sonovia Pro Mask which is

im[pregnated with zinc, which claims to be 97% effective against viruses for up to a year, and its reusable and washable. Unless you

have PROOF to the contrary, Iwill believe the manufacturer's claim. I have two elderly female friends who contracted Omicron through

very brief casual contact and were quite sick for at least 10 days. Seniors have as much right to be outdoors as the young, but it would

be a nice gesture if the maskless try to keep some social distancing from seniors indoors and outdoors.

YOu're free, of course, to take whatever level of risk you choose for yourself and your family. The claim that if you show no symptoms

then you are not contagious is false as a general statement, as everyone is symptomless when potentially contagious at the beginning

of infection. Maybe its true for those who are infected but have shown no symptoms for several days after infection. Our friends had

negative COVID tests for the 2rst couple of days when they believed they were infected [from the symptoms], then later tested positive

and had full blown symptoms..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 12:09:31 PM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jimg,  "Public calls to temper the enthusiasm over antimicrobial masks (and their unlikely ability to protect oneself against

COVID-19 infection beyond non-enhanced cloth masks) are supported by the likelihood that wearers are exposed to metals

leaching from the mask 2bers." --"Metal leaching from antimicrobial cloth face masks intended to slow the spread of COVID-19"

Zoe A. Pollard, Madeline Karod & Jillian L. Goldfarb Scienti2c Reports volume 11, Article number: 19216 (2021); Published: 28

September 2021 This is one of dozens of similar analyses available for free online, and available for a fee, that I could cite as

proof of this fact; and over 70 independent laboratory studies have found that 14 types of masks, including Sonovia's, do not

2lter out SARS-COV-2 particles (0.25m-1.25m in diameter).

"Testing COVID-19 speci2cally is currently not possible, as only government research institutes are permitted to obtain the

[SARS-COV-2] virus, and if so, they are restricted to testing human specimens’ diagnostics,” explained Dr. Jason Migdal, a

research scientist with Sonovia, in a WhatsApp interview.

“However, the virus examined [against Sonovia’s fabric] is structurally comparable and therefore acts as a substitute.” This is a

disingenuous comment, for being "structurally" comparable does not mean that it is structurally and behaviorally IDENTICAL;

therefore the virus Sonovia used to test the epcacy of its masks provides zero factual information concerning its epcacy

against SARS-COV-2.

N.B.: Manufacturers and distributors of drugs and devices marketed in the United States must register with the FDA , list their

products, and pay a fee. Sonovia's masks have been recognized by the US Food and Drug Administration as “Registered for

Marketing." However, the FDA states, “Registration of a device establishment, assignment of a registration number, or listing of a

medical device does not in any way denote approval of the establishment or its products by FD

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 1:21:20 PM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jimg," The claim that if you show no symptoms then you are not contagious is false as a general statement, as everyone is

symptomless when potentially contagious at the beginning of infection. Maybe its true for those who are infected but have

shown no symptoms for several days after infection. Our friends had negative COVID tests for the 2rst couple of days when they

believed they were infected [from the symptoms], then later tested positive and had full blown symptoms.." You must bear in

mind the distinction between asymptomatic, i.e. no symptoms, i.e. healthy; and PRE-symptomatic, i.e. someone exhibiting mild

symptoms. The chances of an asymptomatic person infecting others is extremely small: 0.3%, statistically nearly the same as

chance, as has been found by many dozens of independent laboratory studies.

Anyone, including you, can 2nd these studies on line. Most are available to download at no charge. Basically, for an

asymptomatic person to infect you, you would have to be signi2cantly immuno-compromised, and/or genetically pre-disposed to

being hypersensitive to the viral load that s/he is carrying, and be physically close to that person for 10 or more minutes.  I will

never wear a mask, except in a medical facility where it makes some sense to wear one--mainly to protect oneself from bacterial

infections. I shun mask-wearers like you because I want to keep myself as far away as possible from people who are far more

irrationally fearful and willfully and complacently ignorant and sheep/slave-like compliant with mandates than they are

contagious or immuno-compromised.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you keep your immune system strong it will not be hard to recover from Covid. I am 81, considered high risk by drs, had heart

surgery, do not wear a mask nor have I gotten the jab. I have not gotten covid, au, pneumonia, not even a cold! I take zinc, C,D,K,,

ginger, turmeric and colloidal silver.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jimg looks like you've bought it all hook, line and sinker. Btw, the term social distancing is incorrect. The proper term is PHYSICAL

distancing. Social CONDITIONING is more accurate. I will stay 6 feet away from you because you know that 5 feet is lethal. If you

have taken the bioweapon by jab, please stay 60 feet away from me because no mask is fancy enough to stop your whole body

from shedding spike protein.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 7:59:03 PM
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stevehello
Joined On 9/21/2010 11:30:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, surgical masks do not block all viruses, but N-95 masks are quite effective. Donald Trump nominated Mizelle as a district court

judge, but the American Bar Association deemed her “not quali2ed” for that role. Though the new COVID-19 variants seem much

weakened relative to the original and the hospitals have learned much about treating it, I will continue to wear a mask on public

transportation even though I have had two J&J shots. Though I was once quite trusting of everything said on this web site, I now

question everything that’s posted here.
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, in this case you are not just an idiot, you are a COMPLETE idiot...congratulations and get in line...baaaa baaaa

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 2:37:10 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hospitals have stopped using Remdesivir then... :-)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 2:48:45 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you now question everything on this site, I hope you are applying the same "logic" to every other information source.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 2:57:36 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh Stevehello......its a WELL KNOWN fact that Judge Judy sits in the US Supreme Court...........jezzzzzzzzzzzzzzz  every

American KNOWS that!!!!!!!!!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/27/2022 3:14:55 AM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stevey... hello, hello... anybody home?  "I will continue to wear a mask on public transportation even though I have had two J&J

shots." The Vaccine Zombie Song [from 10+ years ago already and who also Joined [Mercola] On 9/21/2010... over 10 years ago]

by Mike Adams - How is this not a classic?! www.bitchute.com/.../ND9wRTci4kVJ   Dunning–Kruger effect - Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org/.../Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_effect  Eugenics works... and it's OK.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No they're not effective. I just read an article tonight that talked about surgicals and N95's. Neither one works. The dangerous

spike protein, which is contained in the vax and is shed by the vaxxed is smaller than the pores in the mask. But to argue about

masks is kinda pointless because there is no virus to begin with. NOT EVEN ONE virus has ever been isolated or identi2ed by any

lab anywhere in the world. EVER. The virus/vax scam is the biggest crime in the history of the world and big pharma has been

laughing all the way to the bank for decades already. So why do people get sick? 3G, 4G and 5G radiation, for starters. The best

way you can insure your health is to eat what God gives us in Nature. Man's garbage, so-called "food" kills you slowly and is the

cause of all chronic disease. Weston A. Price proved this when he discovered that indigenous peoples around the world had zero

chronic conditions until they were introduced to re2ned aour and sugar.
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Hey stevehello, will you please explain how you achieve and maintain an absolute airtight seal between a cloth surface and your

skin around the entire perimeter of this 95% maximum effective disposable wonder? Also, how do you prevent these assumed

microscopic droplets from entering your eyes as the eyes are every bit as susceptible as the nasal passages? Since there will

most likely be no valid response from you, I will provide my experience with disposable masks. I attempted to apply one to my

face at my dining room table.

After about 7-8 seconds, I bursted out laughing at the sheer ludicrousness of it all. It held my expulsion of breath just about as

well as a sneeze. As I used to own a chimney service company we all wore full faced powered respirators that required an airtight

seal. Zero facial hair could be permitted as well as zero perspiration. Once the airtight seal was achieved, we had to compress

the rubber perimeter of the mask against all skin to force out the existing room air (similar to "burping a Tupperware lid) and

begin breathing the puri2ed 2ltered air.

Needless to say, I have never again donned a face diaper, not even as a visitor in hospitals. My life has remained completely

unchanged from 2019 as I refused to participate in this charade in any way, shape or form. Too bad you fell for the scam and now

believe in the farce. I would say the joke is on you, but weakening your immune system, changing your DNA and selling the rights

to your body to the patent holder of the jabs is no laughing matter.
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Stevehello, this is simple math. An N95 mask epciently 2lters down to 0.3 microns. That assumes you have a real N95 mask and

not one of the Chinese copy cats the FDA gave emergency use authorization to. Nearly all of the real N95 mask, like the ones

made by 3M, went to front line workers. Assuming yours is a real certi2ed N95, the gaps in the 2lter media are 5 times larger

than the virus. (0.3 microns)/(0.06 microns)=5 That's like using a tennis racket to swat mosquitos. Even worse, the 2lter media in

these mask absorbs moisture. The virus has a lipid (oil) based outer membrane. Have you ever seen water bead up all role off a

freshly waxed car?? That's exactly what a virus does in a moisture soaked mask.

All joking and insults aside, please do me a favor and walk outside a public building where people are SMOKING! If you can smell

smoke, you are not protected. In fact, the virus travels through the air on particles such as cigarette smoke. That's why bars and

night clubs are one of the most dangerous places you can be if you are immune compromised. That's why I ask if you have a real

3M style N95. If you can smell smoke, either the mask is a Chinese fake, or you don't have it 2tted properly. Smoke test are what

hospitals use to 2t an N95. Smoke particle generators produce smoke larger than .5 microns and mostly around 1 micron.

Therefore, a properly 2tted N95 will protect you and the patient from BACTERIA! Bacteria has the same micron size as smoke,

hence the smoke test is the gold standard for respirator testing/2tting! Here's a company that specializes in respiratory

equipment testing: www.allegrosafety.com/.../standard-smoke-test-kits  This is what we use at my job to test 2t respirators for

painters and welders. My wife uses a more expensive version (same brand) for her lab. Bottom line, if you can smell cigarette

smoke you are NOT protected from viruses.
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SteveGoodbye! People such as yourself, are totally and utterly pathetic!
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Jim; I've tried that cigarette smoke argument on people and they simply can't hear me! It's the same with other airborne

particles...if you can 'smell' it; then it's going up your nose! I love "Rocket Science".
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No one has mentioned that it is bene2cial to get sneezed on.... as it kicks your immune system into overtime working to protect

you. If the mask did anything at all - it stopped your immune system from working, and now you are in a weakened state.
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Two J&J shots equals one less eater.
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stevehello, You said, "Yes, surgical masks do not block all viruses, but N-95 masks are quite effective." Quite effective against

dust and other large particles--IF custom-2tted to one's face, and donned and doffed properly (if not, it's worthless as protection);

and they do not effectively 2lter out SARS-COV-2 particles (0.25-1 micron in diameter). As for Mizell, According to the ABA,

Mizelle's intellect, work ethic, integrity and demeanor are not in question. she has an impressive resume, including a clerkship

with Justice Clarence Thomas. However, as a 2012 law school graduate, she has only eight years of experience practicing law.

The ABA recommends all judicial nominees have at least 12 years of experience before being appointed to the bench.

Further, in a letter to the Senate Judiciary Committee, the ABA points out that her work in government and clerkships amounts to

2ve years of trial experience. Considering the appointment is for trial court in Jacksonville, Florida, the ABA did not 2nd that she

met minimum quali2cation requirements. The ABA only offers recommendations to the Senate. However, judicial appointees

can, and have, been appointed despite a not quali2ed rating by the ABA. FYI: I despise Trump as much as I do Biden. Both

Democrats and Republicans advocate Statism.

As an Objectivist, Classical Liberal (the antithesis of a Contemporary Liberal), and Laissez-Faire Capitalist, i.e. one who takes

legitimate individual rights very seriously--which rights both Democrats and Republicans deny--I condemn and 2ght against them

both! Question anything that you wish, but I advise you to question while guided by facts. Discover the fact that wearing a mask

is like wearing a Petri dish on your face. Oh? You say that's bullshit? Go to a biology lab after you've worn a mask for a few hours,

have the biologist/lab technician swab it inside and out, smear the swab onto a slide, and have the technician explain what you

are looking at under a microscope.
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Then why are you here? As i said, keep your immune system healthy and you will survive as one does the common cold.
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Does anyone know who or why the links lead to nowhere or take you back to same story? Are these stories being deleted? (when you

click on them you get a different story)
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Articles are only up for 48 hours. At the very top is time remaining on articles. If you click on one that has timed out you will be

taken to an article with time still remaining.
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